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LEVITZKI RADICAL FOR CERTAIN VARIETIES 

DAVID POKRASS 

Let A be a nonassociative algebra. We let An denote the subalgebra generated 
by all products of n elements from A. Inductively we define Aw = A and 
A(n+i) = (i4(»))2i We say that A is nilpotent if, for some n, An = {0}. A is 
solvable if ^4(n) = {0} for some n. An algebra is locally nilpotent {locally solvable) 
if each finitely generated subalgebra is nilpotent (solvable). In this paper 
will always be some variety of algebras defined by a set of homogeneous 
identities. We say that local nilpotence is a radical property ini^ if each ^ G^ 7 

contains a maximal locally nilpotent ideal L, and A/L has no non-zero locally 
nilpotent ideals. The ideal L is then called the Levitzki radical of A. 

The symbols Lx and Rx will be used to denote the left and right multiplica
tion operators on A (a —• xa, and a —> ax).The letter 5 will be used to mean 
either L or R. Thus, SxSy could have four meanings. If B is any subset of an 
algebra A we let B* be the algebra generated by all maps (on A) of the form Lb 

or Rb where b £ B. 
Our purpose is to show that local nilpotence is a radical property in some 

particular varieties. Let us agree that a variety has property * if 

*For each finitely generated algebra A 6 7^ there exists a natural number m 
such that Am C Aw. 

LEMMA 1. (Anderson) Leti^ be a variety with property *. Then if B is any 
finitely generated algebra ini^, B(n) is also finitely generated for each n. 

Proof. See [1, p. 30]. 

LEMMA 2. Leff be a variety with property *. Then for each finitely generated 
A (z "t^ and for each integer n ^ 1, there exists an integer p = p(A, n) such that 

Av c A™. 

Proof. Consider the statement: For each finitely generated B G i^ there is 
an integer p = p{B) such that Bv Ç B{n). We will show by induction that the 
statement is valid for each n. The statement holds trivially for n = 1, and by 
property * it is true for n = 2. We may assume then that it holds for some 
n ^ 3. Let A be finitely generated. By Lemma 1 A2 is also finitely generated. 
By our induction assumption we must have a number k such that (A2)k Ç 
(A2){n) = A(n+l). Since A is finitely generated we may consider a finitely 
generated free algebra F G ^ having A as a homomorphic image. By property 
* there is an m such that Fm C FT72. Let £ = 2*-2m. We will show Av Ç ^(W+D 
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which will complete the induction. Let %\, x2, . . . , xv Ç A and let 
x = XiX2 . . . xp be some product. Since p ^ m we have x = J^(ab)(cd) where 
a, b, c and d are words in the x/s with deg(ab) (cd) = p. Define U\ = ab or cd 
depending on which has the larger degree. (If the degrees are the same choose 
either one). We may write x = £ UiSvl where S = L or R, deg V\ ^ 2, and 
deg Mi ^ p/2 = 2k~sm ^ m. We may repeat this process to the term u\. 
Continuing, we arrive at x = Yl uiSVlSvi_l . . . Svl where each Vj has degree 
at least 2, and deg ut g; 2k~i~2m. We continue this as long as i S k — 2, for 
then deg u{ ^ w. When i = k — 2 we shall have x = Y, UK-ISVL-I • • • Svl 

where deg uk-2 ^ rn. A final application shows that 

x = E «*-iS,*-! ...svle u*y Q A ^ \ 
The conclusions of the following theorem are the same as those of Theorems 

1 and 2 in [3]. However, our hypotheses are weaker: we do not assume that if 
i f f then Aw is an ideal of A. 

THEOREM 1. Leti^ be a variety with property *. Then each finitely generated 
solvable algebra is nilpotent. Furthermore, local nilpotence is a radical property 
inY. 

Proof. The first claim follows directly from Lemma 2. Using Lemma 1 we 
may mimic Lemma 70 in [2] to show that if I is an ideal of A then the local 
solvability of A follows from / and A/I being locally solvable. The proof of 
Theorem 49 [2] may be followed verbatim to show that each A Ç 'f has a 
Levitzki radical. 

Let 5 ^ 2 be a natural number, i^ is called an s-variety if whenever / is an 
ideal in A Ç "V, Is is also an ideal in A. 

COROLLARY. An s-variety'f has property * if and only if local nilpotence is a 
radical property in'/^'. 

Proof. One direction of the statement is contained in Theorem 1. On the 
other hand assume 7^ is an ^-variety in which local nilpotence is a radical 
property. Let A £ i^ be finitely generated. Consider Â = A/ (As)s. It can be 
shown that À is solvable. As it is observed in [1, p. 31] whenever local nil
potence is a radical property in a variety, solvability implies local nilpotence. 
Then Â must be locally nilpotent. Since Â is finitely generated it must be 
nilpotent. Therefore there is an m such that Am C (As)s C A(2). ^V has 
property *. 

Generalized alternative algebras I. In this section we will concern our
selves with a variety of algebras which satisfy the following identities: 

(1) ([w, x], y, z) + (w, x, yz) — y(w, x, z) + (w, x, y)z 

(2) (wx, y, z) + (w, x, [y, z\) = w(x, y, z) + (w, y, z)x 

(3) (x, x, x) = 0. 
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Such algebras were studied in [5,6] under the name generalized alternative 
algebras I. For convenience let us call algebras satisfying (l)-(3) GAI 
algebras. We mention that alternative algebras are GAI algebras. However, 
the variety of GAI algebras does not seem to be an s-variety. We will always 
assume that our algebras have characteristic ^2 . A will denote a GAI algebra 
and B will denote the ideal A2. We will use (Bs) to mean the ideal generated by 

Bz. For elements x, y, z G A we define J(x, y, z) to be the linear span in A* of 

the set 

\à(TrxTry)TZj ^Tx(ryTz)j ^irxiry^Tzj ^Trx^Tnjir z ] > 

where S = L or R and w is a permutat ion of x, y, z. By expanding (1) it follows 
tha t 

(4) LaLbLc = LbLcLa mod J {a, b, c) 

(5) RaLbLc = LbLcRn mod J (a, b} c) 

(6) RaLbRc = RbRaRc + LbRcLn - RcLbLa mod J (a, 6, c). 

A linearization of (3) gives 

(7) 0 = Lab - LbLa + LaRb - RbLa + LbRa - RaLb + Lba - LnLb 

+ RaRb - Rab + RbRa - Rba. 

We shall make use of the fact tha t identities ( l ) - ( 3 ) are ' ' symmetr ic" . 
Therefore if an identi ty holds in A*} the L's and R's may be interchanged to 
produce another identi ty. The next lemma shows how a subscript may be 
moved to the left. 

LEMMA 3. Each word of the form SaSbSc may be rewritten as a sum of words 
each of the form dzSbSaSc or ±SbScSa modulo J(a,b,c). 

Proof. The eight cases to consider are: 1. LaLbLc, 2. RnRbRc, 3. RaLbLCj 

4. LnRbRc, 5. RaLbRc, 6. LaRbLc, 7. LaLbRCJ and 8. RaRbLc. Cases 1 and 3 are 
valid by relations (4) and (5). By symmetry cases 2 and 4 are also valid. Case 5 
is handled as follows: RaLbRc can be replaced by the right hand side of (6) 
which contains three terms. The first two of these are of the desired form. The 
last term, —RcLbLn, may be transformed to —LbLaRc by (5). Case 6 then 
follows by symmetry . Next we deal with case 7. By multiplying (7) on the right 
by Rc we get 

LaLbRc = -LbLaRc - RbLaRc + LbRaRc + RbRaRc 

+ LaRbRc - RaLbRc + RaRbRc. 

The last three terms are then transformed using cases 4, 5, and 2 respectively. 
By symmetry we also have case 8 and the proof is complete. 

LEMMA 4. Assume A has characteristic 7^2. Then each map of the form 
SaSnSa is in J (a, a, a). 
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Proof. The following identities are valid in A (see equations 1.10, 1.7, and 
1.8 respectively in [5]): 

(8) (a2, a, b) = 2 (a, a, ba) 

(9) (a, a, ba) = (a, a, b)a 

(10) (a, aft, a) = a(a, b, a). 

By characteristic ^ 2, (8) implies RaLaLa G / ( a , a, a). Now (9) and symmetry 
imply LaRaRa, LaLnRn, RnRaLa £ / ( a , a, a). Now (10) implies LaRnLn Ç 
J (a, a, a) and so RaLaRa is in / ( a , a, a) as well. In (7) we let a = b and 
multiply the equation by La. It follows that LaLaLa Ç / ( a , a, a). Symmetry 
now shows RaRaRn Ç J(a, a, a) completing the proof. 

LEMMA 5. Any word of the form SaSxl . . . SxkSa may be written as a sum of 
words each of the form ± SyiSy2 . . . SykSaSa plus terms which contain factors 
from B*. 

Proof. We induct on k, the case for k = 0 being trivial. When k = 1 the 
result follows by setting a = c in Lemma 3. Now assume the result for all 
values less than k where k ^ 2. If T = SaSxlSX2 . . . SxkSa we may apply 
Lemma 3 to rewrite T as a sum of terms each of the form ± SxlSaSX2 . . . SxkSa 

or dz SxlSX2Sa . . . SxkSa plus terms involving factors from B*. By our induction 
assumption we are done. 

LEMMA 6. Let A have characteristic ^ 2 and be generated by the set {Xi}n
i=i. 

Then every product of 2n + 1 S s is a sum of terms each containing a factor 

sb e B*. 

Proof. Let T — SalSa2 . . . Sa2n+l. Obviously we may assume each at is one of 
the generators. Then there is some a G {Xi}n

i=i which must occur at least three 
times in au a2, • . . , (i2n+i- Hence T contains a subword of the form Sn . . . 
Sa . . . Sa. We may apply Lemma 5 to rewrite this as 5^ =L Sa . . . SaSa modulo 
terms with factors from B*. Another application of Lemma 5 shows that each 
Sa . . . SaSa may be written as J^ ± S . . . SaSaSa modulo the extra terms. By 
Lemma 4 each of these last terms is a sum of terms each containing a factor 
from B*. This completes the proof. 

LEMMA 7. Let T = S(nSa2 . . . Sak where two of the a ls are elements of B. Then 
BTQ (B*). 

Proof. We first make some observations. It is shown in [6, p. 144] that 
(B2A)B, B(AB2) Q B\ By (1) we get that 

(w(bib2))bz = — (w, bu b2)bz + ((wbi)b2)bz = b2(w, bu b3) 
— ({w, &i], b2, bz) — (w, bu b2bz) + ((wbi)b2)bz. 

This shows that (AB2)B Q B(AB2) + (B*) C (B*). By symmetry we also 
getB(B*A) C (B*). 
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Since both B and (53) are ideals it suffices to prove the lemma for the case 
where a,\ and ak are the elements of B. Assume then that 

where b, b' G B. We shall induct on k, the number of 5" s appearing. When 
k = 2, T = SbSb> and the result is obvious. Let k = 3 so tha t T = SbS(l2Sb'. 
By Lemma 3 

^ = L ^ ^2^6^-v "f L T oa2ob>ob 

plus terms in / ( £ , a2, 6')- I t is clear tha t the terms d= Sa2SbSb', ± S(l2Sb>Sb all 
map i? into ( 5 3 ) . The above paragraph shows tha t any term in J(b, a2, b') will 
map B into ( $ 3 ) . Now assume k > 3 and tha t the lemma holds for each value 
smaller than k. We have 

1 = O f t O a 2 O w 3 . . . Of t ' . 

Applying Lemma 3 to the first 3 factors in T shows 

BT çz BSll2SbS(l3 . . . 5V + BS(l2S(l3Sb. . . Sb> + BW. . . Sb> 

where TV G /(&, a2, ^3). TV is a sum of terms each having either 1 or 2 S's and 
a t least one of the 5"s of the form Sb>>, b" G B. By induction we are done. 

T H E O R E M 2. Let i^ be a variety of GAI algebras with characteristic 9^2. Then 
local nilpotence is a radical property, and each finitely generated solvable A £ 7 ^ 
is nilpotent. 

Proof. By Theorem 1 we need only show 7 ^ has property *. So let A be any 
finitely generated algebra in 7^ , generated by {Xi)n

i=i. By Lemma 6 each 
product of 2n + 1 5's is a sum of terms with each term having a factor from 
B*. Therefore each product of \.n + 2 S" s must be a sum with each term con
taining 2 factors from B*. By Lemma 7 we have any product of \n + 2 5's 
maps B into (^ 3 ) . This implies any product of \n + 3 5"s maps 4̂ into (i^3). 
By Lemma 7 in [6] we have (Bz) Q B2 = A{2). Sett ing p = 4n + 3 we have 
A (A*)p Q A^\ Thus A2P C yl^2) completing the proof. 

As a corollary we may generalize Theorem 1.3 in [5]. 

COROLLARY. Let A be a GAI nilalgebra with characteristic 9e 2, 3. If A has the 
ascending chain condition on subalgebras then A is nilpotent. 

Proof. A is finitely generated. By Theorem 2 we need to show A is solvable. 
Let t ing / be the maximal solvable ideal in A, a result of [4] implies A/J is 
al ternat ive. Since A /J is al ternative, nil and has ACC on right ideals a result 
of [9] shows A/J is nilpotent. Hence A is solvable. 
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Algebras with (a, b, c) = (c, a, b). In this section we consider another 
generalization of the alternative law by studying algebras of characteristic 
7e 2, 3 which satisfy 

(11) (a, b, c) = (c, a, b). 

From [7, eq. 4] we know such algebras satisfy 

(12) (((a, x, x), x, x), x, x) = (a, (x, x, x), (x, x, x))/9. 

THEOREM 3. LefV be a variety of algebras satisfying (11) having characteristic 
7^ 2, 3. Then local nilpotence is a radical property ini^ and the finitely generated 
solvable algebras are nilpotent. 

Proof. We show *V has a property *. Let A be finitely generated. ^V is a 
2-variety [8]. Since A(2) is an ideal, by passing to the quotient ring it is sufficient 
to show that (ab) (cd) = 0 implies A is nilpotent. We assume then that A is 
generated by [Xi)n

i=\ and A{2) = {0}. Letting B = A2, we claim any map of the 
form T = S(nSa2 • • • 5„n is a sum of terms each containing a factor S6, b Ç B. 
To show this we may assume each at is a generator. Hence there is some Xj 
which occurs at least 12 times in the sequence ah a 2 , . . . , ann+i. Identity (11) 
easily implies the following relations, where = means * 'congruent modulo 
terms with factors from _£>*": 

(i) LXLV = - RVRX, (ii) i ? ^ = - LyLx, (iii) i^Lj , == Z . ^ - RxRy 

= LyRx + LyLXJ (iv) L ^ y = i^^La; + RyRx. 

From these relations it follows t ha t we may " m o v e " the factors Sxj to the left 
to get 

T = ]T SX]Sxj . . . S^-S . . . S + terms containing a B* factor. 

There are either a t least 6 factors Lxj or a t least 6 factors Rxj in the subword 
SXjSxj . . . Sxj. Wi thou t loss of generali ty assume Rxj occurs 6 times. Using (iv) 
we see tha t 

LxjRxj ss RXJLXJ + RxjRXj. 

Therefore we may move the Rxj's to the left and get 

T = 2Z RXJS . . . S + terms with B* factors. 

However (12) shows t ha t even Rxj is a sum of terms with factors from B*. We 
have shown then t ha t every product of lln + 1 S's is a sum with each term 
having a factor from B*. Since A{2) = {0} each product of l l n + 2 S's is the 
zero map . Therefore A* is ni lpotent and A mus t also be nilpotent . 

Sterling has shown tha t the semiprime algebras satisfying (11) are al terna
tive. Using this fact and the same proof as in our previous corollary we gener
alize Theorem 2 in [8]. 
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COROLLARY. Let A be a nilalgebra satisfying (11) having characteristic 
9^ 2, 3. If A has the ascending chain condition on subalgebras then A is nilpotent. 
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